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Key thoughts and takeaways

• Why invest in exploration: uncorrelated returns to the market (which is what portfolio managers look for); potential
for 10x or more uplift in value which isn’t available elsewhere; exploration costs have fallen dramatically improving
the economics; no cost inflation evident yet (unlike US shale) – BP believes 75% of savings are sustainable;
development costs and time have been reduced - improving the economics (e.g. Liza in Guyana). Integrateds are
realising they need to replenish inventory (e.g. TOTAL, Exxon) meaning transactions are likely to return. Long-dated
Brent is trading at ~$65/bbl giving an average IRR at FID of ~23% on a West African deep-water development. Long-
dated WTI is trading at >$10/bbl discount to Brent – this for example would reduce the Permian IRR to 26% versus
43% at a $0/bbl discount to Brent. Liza (Guyana) and Lula (Brazil) are examples of the huge value creation that is
possible through frontier exploration, which isn’t obtainable through shale.

• What are the impediments to investment into exploration: It is still possible (based on recent deals/equity market
valuations) to buy oily resource at a discount to where finding costs have been in recent years. Even in exploration
success cases (e.g. SNE in Senegal) the upside hasn’t been huge. It is more of a struggle to obtain funding for
international developments than US shale given the much bigger liquidity pool in the US. There remains the
perception of risk post discovery in the appraisal (e.g. Paon) and development phases (50% of fields not producing to
expectations according to one study). Political risk remains very much on investors’ minds as does corporate
governance and the idea of “lifestyle” E&P companies listed on AIM. Another issue is that the long-dated nature of
these projects means that investors are worried about the cashflows only being generated after the world has
reached peak oil demand.

• Shale versus deepwater: US onshore has a higher IRR but a lower NPV10 than W. African developments. At
$60/bbl Brent: To get to the same NPV/bbl for the average W. African development implies around a 3% higher
discount rate. So the Permian at a 10% discount rate has the same NPV as W. African average at a 13% discount
rate. Permian should attract a lower discount rate due to lower perceived geological risk and lower country risk.
However risks still remain on shale (many areas of potential bottlenecks increasing costs), there is a limited
opportunity set, despite all the hype there haven’t been acceptable returns generated and it appears that we are
reaching a plateau in productivity and efficiency gains. Also there are risks that production may underwhelm on
issues such as rising GORs and interference between wells.



Deepwater developments considerations

• Exploration costs 
• Cost of licence acquisition

• Cost of exploration

• Cost of appraisal

• Time
• Time to explore

• Time to appraise

• Time to develop

• Fiscal terms
• Type of contract: PSC or Tax and Royalty

• Tax losses/ability to pool across developments

• Cost of development
• Quality of the resource

• Local content rules

• Amount of leased versus purchased equipment

• Phasing of development

• Cost recovery

• Decommissioning cost

• Inflation/deflation

• Monetisation
• Oil quality and price realisation

• Gas monetisation options

• Funding
• Cost of capital

• Farm-outs and asset sales

• Equity 

• Risk
• Exploration risk

• Appraisal risk

• Development risk

• Political risk

• Spillage risk

• Tax (e.g. CGT or tax changes)

• Production disappointment

• Upside
• Follow-on exploration in acreage

• Improved recovery factors and reserves

• Ability to leverage infrastructure



Exploration or acquisition of resource

• Lower costs of obtaining exploration acreage and drilling the wells creates a better value proposition and also
gives investors exposure to uncorrelated returns that aren’t available from US E&Ps. Exploration success
rates should improve as operators are now more capital disciplined forcing them to only drill their best wells.

Source: Akap Energy

"First look at the size of the prize and then the risk involved - Geology first, Economics second" R.E.Mcgill



Buying versus exploring for resource

Source: Akap Energy

Recent African deals for pre-FID resource 



Impact of time: development

Average size of resources sanctioned and time to market



Comparison of key fiscal terms

Source: Akap Energy

Government 
take NPV/bbl IRR PSC or T/R Royalty

Contractor 
share of profit 

oil
Corporate tax 

rate Other 

Angola 65% $2.78 19% PSC 0% 10-70% 50%
Cameroon 61% $3.25 20% PSC 0% 35-85% 38.5-50%
Congo 49% $3.68 19% PSC 15% 60% 0% Further oil price based tax
Cote d’Ivoire 52% $4.26 22% PSC 0% 47-62% 25%
Gabon 55% $3.67 20% PSC 4.5-11% 25-50% 0%
Gambia 52% $3.82 20% T&R 12.5% N/A 41%
Ghana 46% $4.81 22% T&R 5% N/A 35% IRR based additional tax
Guinea Bissau 59% $3.30 20% PSC 3% 45% 25%
Mauritania 51% $4.12 21% PSC 0% 58-69% 27%
Morocco 18% $8.27 29% T&R 7% N/A 30% 0% tax for 10 years
Namibia 52% $4.35 23% T&R 5% N/A 35% APT of 25% over 15% IRR
Nigeria 73% $2.12 18% PSC 12% 25-70% 52%
SA 35% $3.03 19% T&R 6.5% N/A 28%
Senegal 59% $6.05 25% PSC 0% 46-65% 25%
US 56% $2.65 26% T&R 32.5% N/A 21%
West Africa avg. 52% $4.11 21%
PSC avg. 58% $3.69 20%
Tax avg. 41% $4.86 23%

Fiscal terms and valuation metrics for West African countries and US at $60/bbl Brent 



Cost of development

Source: Akap Energy

• The quality of the resource is still a big factor in determining costs. Development costs have come down
through a combination of lower service costs, simpler/phased developments and standardisation. Cost
inflation is unlikely to rear its head soon offshore but we are starting to see it already US onshore



US crude differentials 

US crude oil spot price differentials to Brent ($/bbl)Permian production vs out-of-basin take-away capacity kbbl/d



Risks

Project performance as a percentage of design capacity by year after start-up

Frequency of production performance and volume estimates issues



Subsea tie-back reducing break-even



NPV for a generic development

• We have tried to compare deepwater developments
in West Africa, using all the same assumptions and
only varying the fiscal terms to see how the
countries stack up from a profitability standpoint
relative to each other.

• The full set of assumptions is in the appendix but
the main ones are developing a 500mmboe field
(90% oil) at $60/bbl Brent, with $10/boe capex and
$10/boe opex.

• We have also included a similar sized Permian
development into the mix with similar assumptions.
We have taken one of the tier 1 regions in what is
the most economic play in the US. Although it is the
same size it is less oily and has $7/boe capex and
$8/boe opex.

“We can see strong (shale) production growth, strong cash surpluses 
that gives us a balance in our portfolio where you can ramp 
investment up and down, you can moderate that, very unlike 
deepwater which is quite chunky. They sit nicely together in a 
portfolio.” Andy Brown, Shell Head of E&P



Economic comparison of shale vs. deepwater 

Main metrics for US Permian vs. Mauritania developments

• The table on the right is a comparison of the key metrics
for the generic US onshore Permian (Midland)
development versus an average African deepwater
offshore development (Mauritania).



Shale vs deepwater: production and revenue



Can shale alone meet oil demand growth?

“When you look at the mix you need offshore, you need 
deepwater. The onshore by itself won’t be enough to make up for 
the decline rates that you are seeing globally,” Lorenzo Simonelli, 
Chief Executive Officer of energy services company Baker Hughes 

Key play remaining liquid resources

Production outlook to 2025 (mmbbl/d)



Shale productivity gains over?

Northern Midland Wolfcamp well productivity

Central Midland GOR – Wolfcamp Hz Wells 



Eagle Ford case study



Investor and company perception: deepwater



Investor and company perception: shale

“If you give a driller a dollar,
he’s going to drill a hole.” 
Stanley Druckenmiller
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